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Simple Summary: We compared the image quality of the new single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) scan mode (step-and-shoot plus continuous mode) with that of the conventional
SPECT scan mode (step-and-shoot mode) in a phantom study and a clinical case study. The effects
of various quantitative correction methods on scatter, attenuation, and resolution recovery were
also examined in this new scan mode. Accordingly, this new scan mode shortens the scan time and
reduces the injected dose because its sensitivity is superior to that of the step-and-shoot mode.

Abstract: The step-and-shoot (SS) mode and continuous mode are currently used for single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) scan mode, and a new scan mode that combines both
modes, step-and-shoot plus continuous (SSC) mode, was developed. It is expected to allow a shorter
scan time and lower injected dose because the SSC mode is more sensitive than the SS mode. We
confirmed the image quality of this scan mode, including various quantitative correction methods
for scatter (SC), attenuation (AC), and resolution recovery (RR) in a phantom study and clinical case
study. Image quality was evaluated by the count, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and percent of the
coefficient of variation (%CV). Independent of the correction methods, the count, CNR, and %CV
of the SSC mode were superior to those of the SS mode. The ACSCRR was the best method, with a
maximum increased rate of 66.4% in counts and 57.8% in CNR for the 13-mm sphere and 19.6% in
CNR for other sphere sizes. The %CV for the SSC mode was the best for AC and ACRR, which was
at 15.1%. With regards to attaining short bone SPECT scan time, the combination of the SSC mode
and ACRR or ACSCRR demonstrated the best physical performance.

Keywords: step-and-shoot; step-and-shoot plus continuous; Swiftscan; bone SPECT

1. Introduction

In bone scintigraphy, whole-body images are mainly acquired, in addition to static
images and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) images. Compared
with whole-body images alone, the addition of SPECT scan is considered to increase
the specificity [1]. However, SPECT scan increases the examination time; thus, if the
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examination time for bone scintigraphy is 30 min, the SPECT scan time should be 15 min or
less [2]. Therefore, a faster and more sensitive scan mode is needed.

The step-and-shoot (SS) mode and continuous mode have been used as SPECT scan
modes. In the SS mode, the detector moves and rests at a certain projection angle and
collects γ-rays when the detector is stationary, while the continuous mode allows the
collection of data while the detector is rotating at a constant speed. A new step-and-
shoot plus continuous (SSC) mode, which is a combination of both SPECT scan modes,
has been introduced. This system (NM/CT 860, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA)
combines the SSC mode with a new low-energy high-resolution sensitivity collimator
(LEHRS) and is marketed as Swiftscan SPECT. It is expected to reduce scan time and the
injected dose because increasing projection counts improves sensitivity. Although physical
image quality has been evaluated by phantom studies using Swiftscan SPECT and SS
mode [3,4], the effects of the scan time and various image correction methods have not
been fully investigated.

In this study, we examined the physical performance of the SSC mode with various image
correction methods, assuming a short scan time for bone SPECT after whole-body imaging.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Phantom Study

We used the National Electrical Manufacturer Association International Electrical
Commission (NEMA IEC) body phantom (AcroBio). Hot spheres with diameters of 37, 28,
22, 17, 13, and 10 mm were placed inside the phantom. The background (BG) region of the
NEMA IEC body phantom was filled with 18 kBq/mL of 99mTc, and the radioactivity ratio
of the BG to the hot spheres was 1:6 [5].

2.2. SPECT/CT Image Acquisition and Reconstruction

The SPECT/CT system was a dual-head NM/CT 860 (GE Healthcare) equipped with
the LEHRS collimator. The image processer was Xeleris 4DR (GE Healthcare). The image
analysis software was Q.Volumetrix MI (GE Healthcare). The region of interest (ROI) and
voxel of interest (VOI) Analysis Tool (RAVAT) ver.1.0 (Nihon Medi-Physics) was used for
image analysis.

SPECT scans were performed in the SS and SSC modes. The acquisition protocols
were a 360◦ proximity orbit, zoom of 1.0×, and matrix size of 128 × 128 (4.42 mm/pixel).
The SPECT scan time was set at 3.5 min (sampling angle of 6◦, 7 s/view), assuming a 2-step
SPECT scan time of approximately 10 min, including the CT scan time. The photo-peak
and scatter windows of the SPECT scan were set to 140.5 keV ± 10% and 120 keV ± 5%.
The CT scan protocols were as follows: tube voltage, 120 kV; tube current, auto mA; noise
index, 25; rotation time, 0.98 s; and pitch, 1.675.

SPECT images were reconstructed by ordered-subset expectation maximization (OS-
EM) methods (10 subsets, 6 iterations [6]) with the dual-energy window scatter correction
(SC), CT attenuation correction (AC), and resolution recovery (RR). A Butterworth filter
(cutoff, 0.48 cycles/cm; power factor, 10) was used as a post-processing filter. Four combi-
nations of correction methods were used: OS-EM with AC (AC); OS-EM with AC and SC
(ACSC); OS-EM with AC and RR (ACRR); and OS-EM with AC, SC, and RR (ACSCRR).

2.3. Phantom Study Data Analyses
2.3.1. Count Rate

Using RAVAT 1.0 image analysis software, a circular ROI was drawn on each hot
sphere and BG region of the slice where the 10-mm sphere was most clearly visible [5,7,8].
The ROI size of each hot sphere was set to 70% of its size, and the BG region was placed
with 12 circular ROIs of 26 mm diameter on the edge of the phantom (Figure 1). The counts
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per pixel in the ROI of each hot sphere and BG were calculated. The increased rate in counts
for the SSC mode relative to the SS mode was calculated using Equation (1).

Increased rate of counti =
CSSC,i − CSS,i

CSS,i
× 100 (1)

where i is each hot sphere diameter or BG and CSSC,i, and CSS,i are the mean counts per
pixel in the ROI of each hot sphere or BG region of SPECT images collected in the SS and
SSC modes.
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Figure 1. Circular region of interest setting for each hot sphere and background region in the NEMA
IEC body phantom.

2.3.2. CNR

As in Section 2.3.1, circular ROIs were drawn on BG and each hot sphere, and the
mean count and standard deviation (SD) per pixel in the ROI were calculated. The CNR
was calculated from Equation (2) to evaluate the rendering ability of the hot sphere. In
addition, the increase rate of CNR for the SSC mode relative to the SS mode was calculated
from Equation (3).

CNRi =
Ci − CBG

SDBG
(2)

Increased rate of CNRi =
CNRSSC,i − CNRSS,i

CNRSS,i
× 100 (3)

where Ci and CBG are the mean counts per pixel of the hot sphere and BG, SDBG is the SD
of the BG, and CNRSSC,i and CNRSS,i are the CNR of each hot sphere in SPECT images
scanned in the SS and SSC modes.

2.3.3. %CV

To evaluate the BG variability, %CV was calculated from Equation (4), where the slice
location and ROI size in BG are the same as in Section 2.3.1.

%CV =
SDBG

CBG
× 100 (4)

2.4. Clinical Case

One patient underwent bone SPECT in the SS and SSC modes 5 h after the intravenous
injection of 1000 MBq of 99mTc-MDP. One 15-mm diameter circular ROI was set in the
tumor region, and five 15-mm diameter circular ROIs were set in the normal bone region
of the target location in SPECT images. The CNR and increased CNR rate for each scan
mode and image correction methods were calculated and compared using Equations (2)
and (3). The acquisition and image reconstruction protocols were used similar to that in the
phantom study.
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3. Results
3.1. Phantom Study
3.1.1. Count Rate

Figure 2 shows the measurements of the mean counts per pixel of the BG and each
hot sphere for each scan mode and quantitative correction method, and Table 1 shows the
increased rate of counts for the SSC mode in comparison with the SS mode. The counts of
BG and all hot spheres increased in the SSC mode compared with the SS mode. Regardless
of the scan mode, the counts decreased as the hot sphere diameter became smaller. The
13-mm sphere demonstrated the highest increased rate of counts, and of all the correction
methods, the ACSCRR exhibited the highest increased rate of counts.
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Figure 2. Mean counts per pixel of the background region and each hot sphere for scan modes and
quantitative correction methods: (a) AC, (b) ACSC, (c) ACRR, and (d) ACSCRR.

Table 1. Increased rate of counts for the SSC mode in comparison with the SS mode.

Correction
Methods BG

Sphere Size [mm]

13 17 22 28 37

AC 43.7 56.1 46.5 41.6 33.2 43.0
ACSC 43.8 61.8 42.8 44.2 32.2 42.6
ACRR 44.0 57.8 47.5 42.6 33.7 41.8

ACSCRR 43.0 66.4 50.4 45.5 33.4 42.2

(unit: %)
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3.1.2. CNR

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the CNR and the hot sphere size for the scan
modes and collection methods, and Table 2 shows the increased rate of the CNR for the SSC
mode compared with the SS mode. The CNR for the SSC mode was higher than that for
the SS mode, except for the 28-mm sphere. The increased rate of the CNR was the highest
at the 13-mm sphere, and the ACSCRR had a higher increased rate of the CNR than other
combinations of correction methods. However, the absolute errors of the CNR between the
SS and SSC modes did not change significantly regardless of sphere sizes and correction
methods (Table 3).
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Figure 3. Relationship between CNR and hot sphere size for scan modes and correction methods:
(a) AC, (b) ACSC, (c) ACRR, and (d) ACSCRR.

Table 2. Increased rate of the CNR for the SSC mode compared with the SS mode.
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Table 3. Comparison of absolute error of the CNR between the SS and SSC modes.

Correction
Methods

Sphere Size [mm]

13 17 22 28 37

AC 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.3
ACSC 1.1 0.4 0.9 0.7 1.0
ACRR 1.4 1.1 1.3 0.5 1.2

ACSCRR 1.8 1.7 2.5 0.4 2.2

3.1.3. %CV

Figure 4 shows the relationship between %CV and correction methods among scan
modes. The %CV for the SSC mode was lower than that for the SS mode for all correction
methods. In addition, the %CV for the combination of the SSC mode with AC and ACRR
was the best among all conditions.
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Figure 4. Relationship between %CV and correction methods among scan modes.

Figure 5 shows the phantom images for the combination of scan modes and correction
methods. The distortion of the hot sphere was observed as the hot sphere diameter became
smaller. A low count region was found inside the 37-mm sphere for the SS mode and all
correction methods. The 13-mm sphere was visible in the combination of the SSC mode
with ACRR and ACSCRR.
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Figure 5. Phantom images for the combination of scan modes and correction methods. The upper
and lower window levels were set to 100% and 0%, respectively.
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3.2. Clinical Case

Table 4 shows the mean counts, SD, and CNR results in the ROI of the tumor and
normal bone regions, and Figure 6 shows the bone SPECT images for each condition. The
counts of both tumor and normal bone were increased in the SSC mode. No difference
was found in CNR for both scan modes and without RR. With RR, the CNR was slightly
increased, and with ACSCRR, the CNR for the SSC mode increased by 10%. The SPECT
images reconstructed by the ACRR and ACSCRR demonstrated less noise variation and
more contrast than the others.

Table 4. Count, SD, and CNR results in a clinical case.

Scan
Mode

Correction
Methods

Tumor Normal Bone

CNRMean
Count SD Mean

Count SD

SS

AC 122.3 16.7 48.4 7.0 10.6
ACSC 102.1 17.4 33.7 6.7 10.3
ACRR 774.9 89.5 275.0 45.7 10.9

ACSCRR 701.4 88.5 227.6 43.2 11.0

SSC

AC 178.6 19.4 73.3 10.0 10.5
ACSC 153.9 18.4 54.2 9.7 10.2
ACRR 1146.4 120.6 409.6 65.8 11.2

ACSCRR 1038.4 129.6 337.9 58.1 12.1
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4. Discussion

The SSC mode combines the SS mode with the continuous mode. It is expected to
shorten the scan time and reduce the injected dose because the sensitivity is increased by
collecting data even when the detector is moving. A previous study assessed the usefulness
of the Swiftscan SPECT in bone scintigraphy. Swiftscan SPECT has been reported to reduce
image noise and improve CNR compared with the SS mode [4]. However, the study was
performed only with ACSCRR, and there is no study on the effect of the SSC mode on the
image quality by combining other correction methods for SPECT images. In this study,
we confirmed the physical performance of the SSC mode, including various quantitative
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correction methods for SC, AC, and RR, in a phantom study and a clinical case, assuming a
short bone SPECT scan time.

The mean counts per pixel of the BG and hot sphere by the SSC mode were higher than
those by the SS mode for all combinations of correction methods, increasing by 32.2–66.4%.
However, the CNR for the SSC mode did not increase as much as the count in all hot
spheres except for the 13-mm sphere, regardless of correction methods. This is probably
because no difference was found in the increased rate of counts between the hot sphere
and BG, and the SD of BG for the SSC mode was approximately 30% higher than that for
the SS mode. Even if the CNR of the 13-mm sphere was improved by 1–2, the increased
rate of CNR was higher because the CNR of the 13-mm sphere was as low as 3–5. For
all scan modes and correction methods, the count and CNR were smaller for smaller hot
sphere diameters, which is thought to be due to the underestimation by the partial volume
effect [9]. The results on the improvement of %CV and CNR for the SSC mode were similar
to those reported by Shibutani et al., despite the difference in the phantom used [4].

In the phantom study and clinical cases, counts differed significantly with and without
RR, regardless of the correction method. This is due to the RR correction of Q.Volumetrix
MI. Although the correction process is not clearly disclosed, the difference in counts was
caused by RR correction that increased four times the counts of the projection data.

RR provides better results for CNR and %CV because it increases the spatial resolution
and reduces noise [10,11]. In short SPECT scan times, ACSCRR had the highest increased
rate of counts and CNR, while the combination of the SSC mode with AC and ACRR had
the best %CV. The results of the physical evaluation indicate that the combination of the
SSC mode with ACSCRR has better contrast but worse BG variability than that with ACRR.
By combining the SSC mode with ACRR and ACSCRR, the 13-mm sphere was visibly
confirmed (Figure 5). However, the distortion of the hot sphere was observed as the hot
sphere diameter became smaller, regardless of the scan modes and correction methods. In
addition, a low count region inside the 37-mm sphere was observed when it was scanned
by the SS mode. The SSC mode improved the low count region inside the 37-mm sphere
because the counts increased by 32.2–66.4%, but it could not improve the distortion of the
hot sphere. Therefore, AC and RR are essential because SC decreases the count because of
its principle, or it is important to increase the count of projection data, such as extending
the scan time.

Thus, it is necessary to optimize the scan time because the image quality will be
degraded at low projection counts regardless of correction methods, even if it is scanned
by the SSC mode. The number of iterations and subsets is related to the noise. Especially
since clinical images contain numerous noises, increasing the number of iterations and
subsets degraded the image quality [12,13]. In the present study, the images were evaluated
under clinical conditions (10 iterations, 6 subsets). However, it is necessary to examine how
changes in the number of iterations and subsets affect the images in short acquisition times.

In clinical cases, no significant difference was found in the increased rate of counts
between the correction methods, with 46.0–50.7% and 48.5–60.8% in the tumor region and
normal bone region, respectively, similar to the phantom study. Moreover, the CNR of the
SS and SSC modes were different from those of the phantom study, and only the CNR for
ACRR and ACSCRR was improved (ACRR 2.8%, ACSCRR 10.0%). The combination of the
SSC mode with ACRR and ACSCRR suggests the possibility of a shorter bone SPECT scan
time than conventional SS methods. However, since the clinical analysis was based on only
one case, it is necessary to increase the number of cases.

5. Conclusions

The physical performance of the SS and SSC modes was confirmed using phantoms,
including the effect of correction methods and assuming a short bone SPECT scan time. The
SSC mode was superior to the SS mode in terms of count, CNR, and %CV, independent of
the correction methods. The combination of the SSC mode with ACRR or ACSCRR appears
to best detect small lesions within a short SPECT scan time. However, when the projection
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count was reduced, the hot sphere could be distorted, which could not be improved by the
SSC mode or changing the combination of correction methods. Therefore, the scan time
needs to be carefully examined.
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